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Cameras with video analytics as standard
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2018 MEDIA KIT

AUDIENCE & REACH
AVERAGE CIRCULATION
PER ISSUE

AVERAGE AUDIENCE
ENGAGEMENT PER ISSUE

TWITTER
FOLLOWERS

E-BLAST SUBSCRIBERS

8 11,761 73,355 27,316 7,364 6,778 44,164 4,000
ISSUES
PER YEAR

ANNUAL WEBSITE
PAGE VIEWS

OUR READERS
SP&T News is the only magazine in Canada
that reaches the security channel — installers,
dealers, integrators, distributors, resellers,
channel managers, consultants and solution
providers working in the Canadian alarm and
security industry. Our audience of security
professionals turn to SP&T News for the
latest industry news, products, technologies,
solutions, opinions and advice. SP&T News is
published and printed in Canada.

“

E-NEWS SUBSCRIBERS

ANNUAL WEBSITE
VISITS

QUALITY CONTENT

WHY ADVERTISE?
• 73% of readers identity themselves as
security dealers, resellers, and system
integrators
• 78% have purchasing influence
• 51% use the publication to help make
purchasing decisions
• 51% have contacted advertisers after seeing
their ads in SP&T News
• 78% of readers recommend and/or are
involved in product and service purchase
decisions

THE RECOGNIZED AND GO-TO SOURCE FOR INDUSTRY INFORMATION AND
PRODUCTS! IT HAS GROWN AND EVOLVED WITH OUR INDUSTRY.

”

• 94% indicate SP&T News meets the needs of
their industry
• 98% of readers rate the overall quality of
SP&T News’ content from Excellent to Good
• 91% have visited SP&T News’ website
• 96% rate SP&T News’ website from Excellent
to Good
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2018 EDITORIAL CALENDAR
ISSUE

DEADLINES

CONTENT FOCUS

TECHNOLOGY FOCUS

BONUS DISTRIBUTION

JANUARY/
FEBRUARY

EDITORIAL: DEC. 22
AD SPACE: JAN. 8
AD MATERIAL: JAN. 15

2018 Preview

Cyber Security

Access Control

MARCH

EDITORIAL: JAN. 23
AD SPACE: FEB. 6
AD MATERIAL: FEB. 13

Monitoring

Robotics/Autonomous Vehicles

Home Automation

ISC West

APRIL

EDITORIAL: FEB. 26
AD SPACE: MARCH 12
AD MATERIAL: MARCH 19

Hiring/Recruiting

Smart Cities

CCTV

Security Canada East

MAY

EDITORIAL: MARCH 28
AD SPACE: APRIL 11
AD MATERIAL: APRIL 18

Video Verification

Marketing to Millennials

Locks and Doors

Security Summit Canada, Security
Canada Alberta, Security Canada
West, Security Canada Ottawa

JUNE/JULY

EDITORIAL: MAY 21
AD SPACE: JUNE 4
AD MATERIAL: JUNE 11

Attrition/Customer Loyalty

PSIM/Integration

Intrusion Detection

ASIS International

AUGUST/
SEPTEMBER

EDITORIAL: JULY 20
AD SPACE: AUG. 3
AD MATERIAL: AUG. 10

Smart Systems/Analytics

RMR

Fire and Life Safety

Security Canada Atlantic

OCTOBER

EDITORIAL: AUG. 22
AD SPACE: SEPT. 5
AD MATERIAL: SEPT. 12

Integrator of the Year

Security Pages

IP Video

Security Canada Central

NOVEMBER/
DECEMBER

EDITORIAL: OCT. 29
AD SPACE: NOV. 12
AD MATERIAL: NOV. 19

Hall of Fame

Working With End Users

ID Management

Canada’s #1 Source for Security Industry News!
With 11,761 readers in our verified circulation, and more than 7,600 weekly eNewsletter subscribers, plus our regularly updated website,
SP&T gives you unmatched reach to your potential clients. From alarm dealers to security integrators, no other media entity gives you
access to security professionals across Canada.

NEIL SUTTON

MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS
•
•

SECURITY INDUSTRY
ASSOCIATION
CANASA

•
•
•

ISC WEST & ISC EAST
ASIS INTERNATIONAL
MISSION 500

EDITOR

416.510.6788
nsutton@annexbusinessmedia.com
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ADVERTISING RATES AND SPECS

FULL PAGE

DOUBLE PAGE
SPREAD

1/2 PAGE
HORIZONTAL

1/2
PAGE
VERT.

1/3
PAGE
VERT.

1/4
PAGE

1/3 PAGE
HORIZONTAL
AD SIZE

AD SPECS

AD RATES (PER ISSUE)

DOUBLE PAGE SPREAD		 18” X 12” (TRIM) 		

1X: $9,280		

4X: $8,830

8X: $7,100

1X: $5,100		

4X: $4,590

8X: $4,030

JUNIOR PAGE		 5.874” X 7.875” 		

1X: $4,270		

4X: $3,800

8X: $3,420

1/2 PAGE VERTICAL		 3.875” X 11” 		

1X: $4,110		

4X: $3,545

8X: $3,205

1/2 PAGE HORIZONTAL		 8” X 5.375” 		

1X: $4,110		

4X: $3,545

8X: $3,205

1/3 PAGE VERTICAL		 2.625” X 11” 		

1X: $3,135		

4X: $2,610

8X: $2,375

1/3 PAGE HORIZONTAL		 8” X 3.5” 		

1X: $3,135		

4X: $2,610

8X: $2,375

1/4 PAGE		 3.875” X 5.375” 		

1X: $3,040		

4X: $2,845

8X: $2,515

COVER BANNER		 9” X 1.375” 		

1X: $2,810		

4X: $2,445

8X: $2,030

			 18.25” X 12.25” (BLEED)
FULL PAGE		 9” X 12” (TRIM) 		
			 9.25” X 12.25” (BLEED)

DIGITAL
EDITION
WEBINARS

CUSTOM
EBLASTS

FTP SITE www.annexnorth.loadingdock.ca
Follow instructions on website. An e-mail will

“

automatically be sent to the Annex production
department, making them aware of your recent upload.
ALL FILES MUST BE COMPRESSED OR STUFFED.
If you have any questions about the above information
or require more information please contact:
Trish Ramsay | Production Manager
Telephone: 416-510-6760
E-mail: tramsay@annexweb.com

SP&T NEWS IS A VALUABLE SOURCE OF NEW PRODUCTS, DIRECTION AND
TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS WITHIN THE SECURITY WORLD, WHICH
TOUCHES MANY OTHER SERVICE INDUSTRIES.

”

WEEKLY
ENEWSLETTER

PRINT
EDITION

11,761 CIRCULATION
8 TIMES A YEAR

Outside Back Cover: $4,635 • Inside Front Cover: $4,430 • Inside Back Cover: $4,430
PDF SUPPLIED FILES
We prefer to receive high-resolution PDFs.
We accept high-resolution PDF files either e-mailed (less
than 5MB) or submitted through our Loading Dock (FTP
site). Files MUST BE 300 dpi and have 1/8" bleed on all
bleeding sides.

WEBSITE

ONLINE
MAGAZINES

VIDEO

PROMOTION &
PRODUCTION

EVENTS

SOCIAL
MEDIA
4,000 TWITTER
FOLLOWERS
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DIGITAL ADVERTISING RATES AND SPECS
CUSTOM EBLASTS & VIDEO EBLASTS

WALLPAPER

With our CASL-compliant subscriber list, lead generation e-mail campaigns have never
been easier. Use our eBlast platforms to share some of your great content with security
dealers and Integrators across Canada, promote upcoming events, new products and
services and/or to expand overall brand awareness.
Key Stats: 6,778 recipients / 29% open rate / CASL-COMPLIANT
Lead Generation Report Following Deployment

Dominate the SP&T News website with ads that our online readers will definitely see and
engage with. All wallpaper ads are run of site and can be animated for maximum impact!

1x: $3,365 • 2x: $2,960

$2,650 per month

WEBSITE – sptnews.ca

Canada’s premier security channel website offers the most current and relevant
news, views and analysis for security professionals looking to stay on top of the
latest security issues and trends. Updated on a daily basis, our website offers mobile
responsive design and a great platform for advertisers to receive continuous visibility,
engage in sustained brand-building campaigns, promote new products and/or to
increase traffic to their own website.

Leaderboard

728 x 90 px

$1,120 per month (run of site)

Mobile Responsive

300 x 50 px

Homepage Banner

468 x 60 px

$815 per month

Big Box

300 x 250 px

$1,120 per month (run of site)

WEEKLY ENEWSLETTER

Our exclusive weekly eNewsletter keeps security dealers and integrators up
to date on the latest industry news, products, developments and trends.
Key Stats: 7,364 recipients / 32% open rate / CASL-COMPLIANT

Leaderboard

728 x 90 px

$510 per week

Mobile Responsive

300 x 50 px

Big Box

300 x 250 px

Sponsor’s Message

300 x 250 px $665 per week
(75-100 words)

$665 per week

CONNECTS

SP&T’s monthly shared custom eBlast is an inexpensive and measurable
way to promote products, company news, services and events that you
want to share with security professionals across Canada.
Key Stats: 7,364 recipients / 30% open rate / CASL–COMPLIANT /
Lead Generation Report Following Deployment

Ad Material

PUBLISHED BY

Annex Business Media
111 Gordon Baker Road, Suite 400,
Toronto, ON M2H 3R1
annexweb.com

PETER YOUNG

Publisher
T: 416-510-6797 • C: 416-996-2391
pyoung@annexbusinessmedia.com
sptnews.ca

300 x 300 px $665 per month
(75-100 words)

ADNAN KHAN

Account Manager
T: 416-510-5117 • C: 437-922-6513
akhan@annexbusinessmedia.com
sptnews.ca
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2018 DIGITAL EDITORIAL CALENDAR
THEMED
ENEWSLETTERS

DIGITAL MAGAZINES

CONTENT WEEKS

WEBINARS

VIDEOS

EVENT COVERAGE

BONUS ENEWSLETTERS

JANUARY
FEBRUARY

Top of the Month

Home Automation

IP Video

IP Video

Top of the Month

ISC Wrap Up Edition

MAY
JUNE

Top of the Month

Residential Security
Handbook

MARCH
APRIL

IP Video

ISC West Booth Videos

Access Control

Central Station Handbook

ID Management

ISC West Security Canada
East

Top of the Month

Security Canada Ottawa
Security Canada Alberta

Top of the Month

Security Canada West

Top of the Month

JULY
AUGUST

Top of the Month

Fire & Life Safety

SEPTEMBER
OCTOBER

Access Control Handbook

Intrusion Detection

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Top of the Month

Cyber Security

Cyber Security

CCTV Handbook
Software &
Analytics

CCTV Year in Review
Access Control Year
in Review

ASIS International

Top of the Month

Security Canada Central

Top of the Month

SCC Booth Videos

Top of the Month

Home Automation

Digital Content Security Dealers & Integrators Can Rely On
SP&T’s digital content is an extension of the great content readers have come to expect in our 8 yearly print issues. Our
audience of security dealers, integrators, installers, distributors and consultants turn to SP&T’s website, weekly eNewsletters,
eProducts, digital magazines,and other online platforms for information they can use to expand and grow their business.

Top of the Month

NEIL SUTTON
EDITOR

416.510.6788
nsutton@annexbusinessmedia.com
Follow us on

www.sptnews.ca

SHOWCASE YOUR COMPANY’S THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
TO OUR AUDIENCE OF SECURITY DECISION MAKERS
TECHNOLOGY HANDBOOKS

SP&T’s Technology Handbooks are digital magazines that focus on a specific product or service within the security industry. Each Technology Handbook
provides focused advertising and editorial exposure to companies looking to reach dealers, installers, system integrators, specifiers and consultants.
With its digital-only format, Technology Handbooks are an innovative, educational, multi-platform, interactive and cost-effective content marketing tool that
security professionals in Canada use as a resource to stay ahead of the game.

Content Promotion

2018 LINE UP

Each of SP&T’s 2018 Technology Handbooks will be promoted via:

MARCH - RESIDENTIAL 		
		
SECURITY
➢

➢

➢ Online ads on sptnews.ca
sent to 7,364 opt-in subscribers
➢ Twitter: @SecurityEd
➢ Dedicated e-blasts sent to e-Update
subscribers

➢ SP&T’s weekly e-Update newsletter

Ad Close: Aug. 15
Ad Material Due: Aug. 17

Ad Close: Feb. 14
Ad Material Due: Feb. 16

➢

SEPTEMBER - ACCESS CONTROL

➢

MAY - CENTRAL STATIONS

NOVEMBER - CCTV
Ad Close: Nov. 16
Ad Material Due: Nov. 20

Ad Close: May 16
Ad Material Due: May 18

Content Deliverables & Benefits
Advertisers in each Technology Handbooks receive the following:

➢ Full page ad – 8” x 10-3/4”
➢ 500-600 word article, posted
Technology Handbook

opposite ad (article to include logo
and one other graphic); article can
focus on thought leadership,
company expertise, technology
and security solutions, or consist
of a company profile, case study or
Q&A interview with a company
representative

Information Supplement

TECHNOLOGY HANDBOOK

Keep Multi-Tenant Buildings Safe and Secure
with Video Door Entry Systems

ACCESS
CONTROL
A LOOK INTO THE
PRODUCTS,
TECHNOLOGIES AND
SOLUTIONS SHAPING
THE MARKET

DIGITAL

SUPPLEMENT TO

E

xperts agree security begins at
the building entry. That is why
they recommend always keeping doors locked at apartment and
condominium buildings, independent living facilities and student
housing.
Many visitors, including delivery
and service personnel, still require
access. However, buildings are safer
when residents determine their
intent before they enter. What is
needed is a safe and convenient way
for tenants to see and speak with
visitors before making the decision
to remotely open the door, granting
access to the rest of the building.
More cities are reaching the same conclusion and
adopting
building codes requiring video intercoms at multi-tenant
lobby
entrances. The GT Series video intercom from
Aiphone is the
ideal solution to meet these requirements.
When a visitor pushes the call button on an
exterior GT
Series entry station, the appropriate tenant is
notified. Direct
calls to tenant stations can be answered only
within the residence, ensuring all visitors will be properly screened.
If there is
doubt about visitors’ intention, tenants can push
an alert button
on their unit to immediately notify the system’s
guard station
and summon help.
The door station’s wide 170-degree camera provides
sharp
images for identification. A white illumination
LED helps capture quality video at night. Entry stations are built
for any type
of weather and are available with card readers and
keyless entry
pads for regular access.
Whether choosing the tenant stations in the
7-inch slimdesign or the 3.5-inch LCD screens, both provide
PTZ (pantilt-zoom) camera controls to help clearly identify
visitors. Five
station designs are available to suit the needs of
each apartment,
condominium or dorm room.
Guard stations allow concierge and security
staff to also
screen visitors, control secondary entries and
assist tenants as
needed. The GT Series accommodates up to
500 tenant, 16
entrance and four guard stations.
Matthew Arnold is president of Academy Mailbox,
one of
New York City’s leading dealers and installers
of residential
2

video intercom systems for multitenant buildings. He said the GT
Series is his go-to choice.
“It’s a well-designed product
that saves us time on installation
and tenant training,” he said. “And
the proven reliability avoids costly, time-consuming service calls.
Also, we can choose the all-inone entrance station or select from
modular components to create a
solution fitting the aesthetics and/
or budgets of any building, including lobbies, garages and secondary
entries.”
The units are a simple, wired
intercom solution, eliminating the
need and added expense of a telephone line. GT
Series components can be homerun or loop-wired back to
the bus control
units, using a pair of wires for the audio signal
and a pair for
the video. All wires terminate at the control units
located within
the building, rather than at the exterior entrance
stations —
providing an additional layer of security. A video
line out allows
GT Series cameras to securely record lobby video
onto a video
management system (VMS).
Coming this summer, look for even more from
the GT
Series as Aiphone announces improvements
in networking,
system connectivity and other convenient enhancements.
Aiphone’s new IP bus control unit will allow multiple
GT
Series systems to link together over a network,
centralizing
security by connecting buildings and guard stations
at command centers or property management offices.
Dorm rooms
will be able to quickly connect to Security, even
if located across
campus.
To see the system in action or to learn more about
the GT
Series, visit http://goo.gl/DvYd0m
Aiphone Corporate
Headquarters
6670 185th Ave NE
Redmond, WA 98052
800-692-0200

www.aiphone.com

Aiphone Canadian Office
400 St. Martin West Blvd
Suite 200
Laval, QC H7M 3Y8
866-663-1240

Technology Handbook

GT Series
INTRUSION
multi-tenant video door entry
The finishing touch for building
security at every budget level.

DETECTION
A LOOK INTO THE
PRODUCTS,
TECHNOLOGIES AND
SOLUTIONS SHAPING
THE MARKET

Learn more by visiting

http://goo.gl/zXRret

SP&T News Technology Handbook - Access Control

Sponsored by:

DORMA and KABA
are now dormakaba.
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Latest Control Panel Technology
Delivers Greater Security

ecure people and property with the latest
control panel technology designed for
integrated security solutions. With
intrusion detection and access control
capabilities as well as IP video and home
or business automation integration capabilities, modern security control panels deliver
complete security with only one system to
learn, use and maintain. This allows
security dealers and integrators to
provide added value for their customers and gain new opportunities for
increased revenue.
Take, for example, a company that
has integrated intrusion detection and
access control to understand some of
the possibilities. When an employee presents access credentials at the
facility entrance, not only does the
door unlock, but the intrusion detection system can automatically disarm.
Adding video provides situational
awareness when other control panel events
occur. If someone tampers with a motion
detector, the intrusion detection system can
trigger a nearby camera to send a video snapshot via email or text to the facility manager
or business owner.
Cameras equipped with video analytics can
also initiate intrusion detection system events
when predefined alarms are triggered. An analytic alert
can immediately fault a corresponding point on the system’s
control panel.
This prompts the control panel to communicate
the alarm
to the central station or to send video snapshots
to the user.
Video analytics can alert to potential security
risks before or
as they occur—such as detecting loitering in a
parking lot or
a perimeter breach after hours.
The examples described here demonstrate how
an integrated solution can increase facility security and
make systems
easier to use. The benefits are clear and the
technology to
integrate full security control into one system
exists today
with B Series Control Panels.
B Series Control Panels support up to 100
users, 96
2

SP&T News Technology Handbook - Intrusion Detection

points and 6 areas, 4 doors, and 6 IP cameras. The panels also feature on-board
Ethernet with support for both IPv4 and
IPv6 as well as a plug-in communication
module to protect the users’ investment
as technology changes.
B Series Control Panels enable
dealers and integrators to build recurring monthly revenue (RMR) with
options for personal notifications—like the text message
or email alerts mentioned
earlier—as well as home
or business automation
capabilities. Integration
with Z-Wave devices—
including lighting controls, door locks and
temperature sensors—
enable automation and
remote monitoring.
Mobile apps also add
RMR opportunities, as
users can control B Series
systems from an iOS or
Android device. This allows
arming or disarming the system or area, controlling monitored points or doors, and viewing live video from IP cameras integrated with
the panel.
Mobile command and control of the system via
smart phones
or tablets keeps end users connected even when
they’re away
from the site.
B Series are flexible systems that provide optimum
performance and protection for a wide range of building
configurations. Choose B Series panels for office buildings,
schools,
retail stores, banks, and many more applications.
Learn more
at www.boschsecurity.us/bseries

6955 Creditview Road
Mississauga, ON L5N 1R1

B Series

Integrated Security Solutions

Security Simplified
B Series Control Panels
More than just an intrusion panel–the B Series
offers one simple
solution for today’s complex life safety needs.
And now, the B Series
panels are approved as ULC-S559 Fire Alarm
Signal Communicators.

Is Your Wireless Solution Truly Secure?

W

ireless security systems offer a practical solution for new
and existing homes and business, requiring less time and
complication to install. However, many conventional
wireless products on the market have some shocking
vulnerabilities, as revealed in recent news reports.
These
products use decades-old communication methods, leaving
the system susceptible to hacking and jamming attacks that
could render them completely ineffective. These security risks,
combined with unreliable operation, leave many installers uneasy
about wireless installations. In addition, requiring 8 repetitious
transmissions for each event greatly reduces battery life.

Kaba Access Control
800.849.8324
info.accesscontrol.us@kaba.com
kaba-adsamericas.com

Fortunately, a better wireless solution is available.
Utilizing advanced technology, ELK’s Two-Way Wireless
automatically scans and hops across 25 frequency channels
making it virtually impossible for an outsider to scan or
lock on to the operating frequency. Elk’s Two-Way Wireless
is also encrypted. In addition, ELK’s two-way wireless has
obtained the Underwriter Laboratory (UL) listing requiring
detection and reporting of outside jamming attempts.

Keyscan
888.539.7226

to be physically set on the individual unit in addition to being
enabled/disabled at the keypad. ELK’s Two-Way wireless
technology eliminates those extra trips up the ladder by
simply enabling/disabling walk test mode at the keypad only.
Innovative features provide enhanced life safety.
With ELK’s Sound All™ Smoke Detectors, installers can now meet
new fire codes without hardwired sounders. When a fire alarm is
activated, the built-in sounders of all enrolled smoke detectors are
activated wirelessly. ELK’s convenient keyfobs can provide system
status at the push of a button, allowing users to see if an alarm has
been activated before entering the home or business. Thus ELK
keyfobs provide more than convenience; they promote life safety.
The right fit today and in the future.
ELK’s full line of two-way wireless sensors include a variety of
door/window sensors, motion detectors, glass break sensors,
smoke/heat detectors, panic buttons and keyfobs. Door and
window sensors are available in brown and white to be more
esthetically pleasing. This wireless product line is compatible
with ELK’s M1 Security & Automation Controls. M1 combines
security, fire, energy management, lighting, and access control
to provide total control of the home or business. With support
for up to 144 wireless devices (208 inputs total), M1 offers the
flexibility to easily meet the needs of installations big and small.
So much more than just security.

consists of full contact information
in an Excel file — excluding e-mail
addresses — from those who
clicked on your company’s link 		
within the e-blast we send 		
promoting the Technoloy 		
Handbooks issue

Cost: $930

and home or business
automation, and communicate fire alarm signals
with B Series. This
increases security and reduces complexity
for you and your
customers. Options for personal notifications,
mobile app control,
and automation capabilities also create recurring
monthly revenue
for your business.
Learn more at boschsecurity.us/bseries

www.boschsecurity.us

Sponsored by:

DORMA
800.523.8483
archdw.usa@dorma.com dorma.com

dormakaba

(e.g., video, slide show)

➢ Lead generation report that

Integrate intrusion, access control, IP video,

SPT Intrusion HB 2017.indd 2-3

New technologies incorporate
mobile access with online or
wireless access control
management systems – merging
security with convenience.

➢ Embedded rich-media element

2017-08-22 11:17 AM
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MARKET TAKEOVER
Use SP&T’s Themed eNewsletters to let Canadian security dealers, integrators, specifiers and consultants know about
your company’s market-specific products, technologies, systems, solutions and industry EXPERTISE!
SPOTLIGHT!

TOP OF THE MONTH

Spotlight! is where content and context intersect. SP&T’S Spotlight! eNewsletter offers
our readers with news, articles and insights on a particular technology in the security
industry, while offering advertisers the opportunity to connect their brands with a
particular industry theme.

SP&T’s Top of the Month eNewsletter offers our loyal
readers a recap of that month’s most popular industry
articles/news from SP&T’s highly visited website. Top of
the Month (released the last Saturday of every month)
provides one company the opportunity to takeover this
eNewsletter with exclusive advertising throughout.

What You Get
➢ Exclusive Takeover of eNewsletter
➢ 3 ad positions: 2 leaderboards, 1 Sponsor’s Message
➢ 2 links in Sponsored Content section (drives traffic back
to your site)
➢ Lead generation report following Spotlight! deployment

Cost: $1,500
2018 SCHEDULE
➢ FEBRUARY
HOME AUTOMATION
Release Date: Feb 16

➢ APRIL
IP VIDEO
Release Date: Apr 20

➢ JUNE
ACCESS CONTROL
Release Date: Jun 15

➢ AUGUST
FIRE & LIFE SAFETY
Release Date: Aug. 17

➢ OCTOBER
INTRUSION DETECTION
Release Date: Oct 19

What You Get
➢ Exclusive Takeover of
eNewsletter

➢ 3 ad positions: 2
leaderboards, 1
Sponsor’s Message
➢ 2 links in Sponsored
Content section (drives
traffic back to your site)
➢ Feature Product
(40-word description
and image)
➢ Lead generation report
following Top of The
Month deployment

Cost: $1,500

➢ DECEMBER
SOFTWARE & ANALYTICS
Release Date: Dec 14
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ISC WEST 2018 - EXTEND THE SHOW
ISC West Wrap-Up Edition

ISC West Booth Video

SP&T News’ ISC West Wrap-Up Edition is an online magazine that will recap all of the
news and products coming out of ISC West 2018. This is a great opportunity for your
company to receive post-event exposure to a dedicated audience of security professionals
— from installers, dealers and system integrators to security directors, facility managers and
chief security officers in Canada.
If your company plans to introduce a new product, solution or technology at
ISC West, SP&T’s ISC West Wrap-Up Edition is a great fit for you!!
The online, interactive flip-style magazine will be posted on the web sites of both SP&T
News and Canadian Security, as well as distributed (as an e-blast) to the more than 16,000
combined opt-in subscribers of SP&T and Canadian Security’s eNewsletters.

XXXXXXXXXXX

IN THE NEWS
EXHIBITOR Q&A
T • SEMINARS •
RS
• SHOW REPOR
NTS • NPS WINNE
ANNOUNCEME
• PRODUCTS AND

L
SPECIAL DIGITA
SUPPLEMENT

2017 SIA
New Product Showcase Winners

Right, Daniel Gold, Managing Director of Americas at CrucialTrak, accepts the Best New Product award from
Frank McDonough, director of information systems for the Security Industry Association.

Acoustic gunshot sensor

Auto-Bolt Max

Honorable Mention

Text Speak Design
FIRE/LIFE SAFETY
Honeywell
5800 COMBO wireless combination
smoke and carbon monoxide
detector

CrucialTrak
Biometric Access Control System (BACS)

Thermal Imaging Radar

ACCESS CONTROL DEVICES &
PERIPHERALS
HES

ANTI TERRORISM / FORCE
PROTECTION
Patriot One Technologies

COMMERCIAL MONITORING
SOLUTIONS
Secure Global Solutions

Nforce CMR 1000

Next Stage

Honourable Mention

Honourable Mention

Shooter Detection Systems

Christie Digital Systems

Guardian Indoor Shooter Detection

FHD553-XE LCD

1500/1600 Electric Strike Platform

THE NEXT

LEVEL

HOSTED SOLUTIONS/MANAGED
SERVICES
Sure ID
Certified Edge

Hydra

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS
HD (MEGAPIXEL)
Wireless CCTV

MOBILE APPS
STID

Body Camera Connect

NETWORK SUPPORT SOLUTIONS
KBC Networks Limited
ThruLink

INTRUSION DETECTION AND
PREVENTION SOLUTIONS
Optex
Redscan RLS2030S

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE DATA
STORAGE
Quantum Corporation

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES
V5 Systems
Camera Adaptive Platform

RESIDENTIAL AND MONITORING
SOLUTIONS
Napco

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Flir Systems
United VMS

Starlink Connect Z-Model

TOOLS & HARDWARE
Axis Communications
Site Designer

LAW ENFORCEMENT/GUARDING
SYSTEMS
Sharp

ACCESS CONTROL SOFTWARE
AND CONTROLLERS

CONVERGENCE AND INTEGRATED
SOFTWARE AND SOLUTIONS
Right Crowd

Tyco Security Products

CLOUD SOLUTIONS
Feenics

Right Crowd Essentials

Sharp INTELLOS A-UGV

Deadlines:
Ad space - April 18
Ad material - April 20

Quantum Stor Next 5.4

OUTDOOR PERIMETER
PROTECTION
Ontech
Wardium Perimeter

Zigbee Multi Sensor

Location Services

iSTAR Ultra Video
ees flock to
ISC West attend
nce IoT, AI,
Las Vegas to experie
drones and more
home automation,

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE ADVANCED
IMAGING TECHNOLOGIES
Thermal Impairing Radar

Searchlight for Retail – RFID Solution

Q6155E PTZ Dome

INTRUSION DETECTION AND
PREVENTION SOLUTIONS
WIRELESS
Bosch

ACCESS CONTROL DEVICES &
PERIPHERALS WIRELESS
HID Global

UMBO Computer Vision
UMBO Light

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS
IP
Axis Communications

GREEN / SUSTAINABLE
SOLUTIONS PRODUCTS
Assa Abloy
IN220

JUDGES’ CHOICE AWARD
Hydra

LOSS PREVENTION AND ARTICLE
SURVEILLANCE SOLUTIONS
March Networks

VIDEO ANALYTICS

Mobile ID

Image courtesy SIA

CrucialTrak’s Biometric Access Control System (BACS) is “the
world’s first multi-biometric authentication technology,
providing security measures by layering four different
biometric authentications into one terminal”, according
to CrucialTrak. In each BACS module, up to four biometric
identification technologies are considered: touchless
fingerprint, iris patterns, vein patterns and facial recognition
authentication.

LOCK SYSTEMS AND SECURE
STORAGE CONTAINERS
Securitech

Text Speak 1 Box

BEST NEW PRODUCT

on
Wrap-up Editi
ISC West 2017

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS/
MASS NOTIFICATION SYSTEMS
V5 Systems

USER AUTHENTICATION,
IDENTIFICATION, CREDENTIALING
AND MGMT
FST Biometrics

Ad Rates:
Full Page - $1015
1/2 Page - $700

iMiD Access 4.0

KEEP
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With SP&T News’ Video Booth Interviews, companies exhibiting at ISC West 2018
can now expand their reach beyond the show floor to security installers, dealers, resellers
and integrators in Canada and across the world. These corporate videos are 2-3 minutes
in length and highlight your company’s latest products and services that are on display at
ISC West. Here are more details:
•		We schedule an on-camera interview with company representative at your booth at
ISC West in Las Vegas
•		Video includes on-site product and conference B-roll, and use of supplied product
photos (sent before or after ISC West)
•		Video is posted on SP&T’s website following client approval / Video file provided to
client for use in own marketing platforms

www.sptnews.ca I SP&T NEWS - ISC WEST EDITION 11

2017-08-22 11:24 AM

Rates:
• $1020 (video production and video hosting on sptnews.ca)
• $1,325 (video and ad in SP&T’s monthly Connects eBlast)
• $1,530 (video and Sponsor’s Message ad in SP&T eNewsletter)
• $2,550 (video and custom eBlast to SP&T’s e-mail subscribers)
Deadline to Book Video: March 20, 2018.
(Note: We have 20 available time slots for video shoots at ISC West)

ISC WEST WRAP-UP SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
SPONSORSHIP #1

SPONSORSHIP #2

• Banner ad on front cover (1/3 page) of online magazine
• Double page spread on pages 2&3 in online magazine
• Recognition as ISC West Edition sponsor on all e-mails/e-blasts sent
promoting online magazine
• Embedded video in your ad

• Full page ad opposite cover of online magazine
• 2 full page ads in centre spread of online magazine
• Recognition as ISC West Edition sponsor on all e-mails/e-blasts sent
promoting online magazine
• Embedded video in your ad

Cost: $3,200

Cost: $2,700
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NOW YOU CAN REACH SECURITY DEALERS & INTEGRATORS IN MULTIPLE
MARKETING PLATFORMS FOR ONE LOW MONTHLY INVESTMENT
DIGITAL 360

Make your brand, products and services top of mind while garnering leads for your sales staff.
These digital and multi-platform packages expedite brand-building and lead gathering, helping you to connect
efficiently and cost-effectively with decision makers in Canada’s alarm and security industry.
PREMIUM – 12-Month Program:

ENHANCED – 6-Month Program:

BASIC – 3-Month Program:

➢ Full page, 4-colour ad in the digital edition of
SP&T News (8 issues)

➢ Full page, 4-colour ad in the digital edition
of SP&T News (4 issues)

➢ Full page, 4-colour ad in the digital edition of
SP&T News (2 issues)

➢ Custom Eblast to our CASL-compliant 		
subscriber list (3 per year)

➢ Custom Eblast to our CASL-compliant 		
subscriber list (2 per year)

➢ Custom Eblast to our CASL-compliant 		
subscriber list (1 per year)

➢ Website Leaderboard (12 months)

➢ Website Big Box (6 months)

➢ Website Big Box (3 months)

➢ eNewsletter Leaderboard (12 months)

➢ eNewsletter Sponsor’s Message (6 months)

➢ SP&T Connects (3 months)

➢ SP&T Connects (12 months)

➢ Gold Listing in Security Pages Buyers Guide
and on SecurityPages.ca

➢ Enhanced Listing in Security Pages Buyers
Guide and on SecurityPages.ca

➢ Just $2,100 per month

➢ Just $1,600 per month

➢ Gold Listing in Security Pages Buyers Guide
and on SecurityPages.ca
➢ Just $2,600 per month

NUMBERS THAT MATTER

73,355

ANNUAL PAGE VIEWS

7,364

ENEWS SUBSCRIBERS

6,778

EBLAST SUBSCRIBERS

44,164

ANNUAL WEBSITE VISITS

4,000

TWITTER FOLLOWERS
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